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Ha-HA! The electorate makes 
hilarious mockery of the 

campaigners! DemocRobot, 
engage pelvic thrust servos!

SU ELECTION 

                
  RAD LIBSSU ELECTION 

                
  RAD LIBSSU ELECTION 

                
  RAD LIBS

On Election Day,       
(presidential candidate) 

       prepared for the most      
(adjective)        

 day of his/her life. After waking up, he/she      
(past-tense verb)

     ,       

(past-tense verb)
     , and     

(just say ‘shat’ and get it over with)
     . What a day it would be!

Meanwhile,       
(different presidential candidate)

       groomed his/her immaculate      
(shorn head, neck beard or anime hair)

      and practiced his/her      
(victory / concession)

      

speech. “I vow to lower      
(cost/fee)

      so the      
(number between 10 and 200)

      of you stop bitching and to change      
(rhetorical SU policy gripe)

     !” Lastly,      

(fi nal presidential candidate)
     found a group of      

(adjective)
     professors and shouted at them for      

(not lowering tuition, not speaking English or not having the Dragon Balls) 
.

Over with the VPOF candidates, Eamonn Gamble added 
 
     

(superfl uous position)
      to his resumé while Jesse Hahn read a book about      

(shystery future occupation)
   . Handle our money well, boys!

But it wasn’t as quiet for the VP Academic contenders, as Bryant Lukes      
(past-tense verb)

      with      
(hyperbolic symptom of global warming)

     . Through 

the excitement, Bobby Samuel      
(past-tense sexual act)

      to a stack of fi ve-out-of-fi ve teacher evaluations.

The uncontested candidates running for VP 
(synonym for pointless)

      and VPX
(add two more Xs if you’re feeling saucy)

, Chris Le and Steven Dollansky, thought 

about what they will do next year since their positions are essentially guaranteed. While Le began planning     
(low-turnout SU event)

     , Dollansky   

(what the hell does VPX even do?)
.  

At plebiscite headquarters, Coke No hung out with some APIRG peeps and discussed the latest hemp     
(article of clothing)

      and      

(ate vegan chili / played bongos / both)
.      Coke Yes kicked back and enjoyed the      

(cool)
     ,      

(refreshing)
      taste that only Coca-Cola can offer, after which 

they made jokes about      
(atrocity in a developing nation)

.

Finally, Dave Cournoyer got off a     
(form of public transportation)

      and looked over the      
(negative adjective)

      state of 

this year’s candidates as a single drop of          
(fl uid)

          streamed down his face. “    
(mild oath, eg “zounds!”)    

,” he 

screamed, as the transformation began to take hold. By          
(three or more prominent political fi gures)

          ’s power combined, 

he is DemocRobot, destined to uphold the values of           
(noun)

          ,      
(noun)

          , and           
(type of excrement)

          !  

E-mail your best Rad Libs to
gateway@gateway.ualberta.ca!


